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Pateman is one most important political theorist in the world, she is the most 
prominent scholars who is critical of the patriarchy from female’s angle. Her 
feminism theory set the contract as the breakthrough point , after comparing and 
analyzing the classical contract theory , Pateman advanced her sexual contract theory. 
Pateman argues that the story of the sexual contract is also the story of the origin of 
political power .It gives a explanation of why the implement of the political power is 
legitimate and tells how the male power or sexual power change into political power 
and how the modern patriarchy is constructed. Through telling the story of the sexual 
contract ,can reveal how the gender difference between “men” and  “women” and 
the difference be seen as political difference become into the core of civil society. 
There is little relative studies of Pateman’s sexual contract theory in our country ,  
so this paper will analyze the information what I can collect , including Pateman’s 
consent theory ,the critic of public and private dichotomy ,the fraternal social 
contract theory and beyond the sexual contract theory. By analyzing these theories, 
the paper tries to trace the origin of the afflatus of Pateman’s sexual contract theory. 
Then it will tell of the content of Pateman’s sexual contract theory and discuss the 
theory . 
This paper will be divided into three parts, introduction, body and conclusion .The 
body includes three chapters. The first chapter will trace the history of feminism, on 
the basis of that, the paper will introduce the relationship between the feminism and 
Pateman’s sexual contract theory. The second chapter will interpret Pateman’s sexual 
contract theory .Firstly , the paper will trace the history of social contract theory ,and 
then will introduce Pateman’s interpretation of Hobbes ,Locke and Rousseau’s social 
contract theory .On the basis of the interpretation , the paper elicits the sexual 
contract which was forgotten or ignored by the classical theorist .Secondly ,the paper 













public/private dichotomy and the modern patriarchy .Then it introduces the history 
of the public /private dichotomy and the theorist’s critic of it. For the patriarchy ,the 
paper introduces its history ,distinguishes the confusion concepts of it and also gives 
the theorist’s critic of it .Finally, by the major contract which impact the modern 
life ,such as: marriage contract ,employment contract ,prostitution 
contract ,surrogacy contract , Pateman tells us how the modern patriarchy reserved 
and continued impacting in the modern social life trough the way of contract .In the 
Chapter three, it is the evaluation of  Pateman’s sexual contract theory and the 
future development of it. 
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狭窄, 通常的家庭及家族群体内。总之, 父权只不过是男权制在私人生活表示的形式, 而男权制是指整个广
大社会, 包括公私领域内的男性优势制度”。金一虹, 刘伯红,《世纪之交的中国妇女发展一理论、经济、
文化飞健康》 
②帕特曼著，李朝晖译.性契约[M].北京：社会科学文献出版社，2004,第 4 页. 


























































形成了挑战和冲击。从 17 世纪出现至今，女权主义在 200 多年的历史中，共出
现了三次女权主义运动的高潮。 
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